
CIHLLENGES FOR GEODESY: SOME RANDOM THOUGHTS
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Introduction

Geodesy meens different things to different people. To me, geodesy is an integral
part of the study of the dynamic behaviou¡ of the Ea¡th, not just the kinematic
description of its motions and deformations. It is distinguished from discþlines
such as seismology or geology primarily by the range of frequencies of the
dynamical behaviou¡ that can be observed by one set of tools or another.Thus
geodesy can be considered as low frequency seismology or as high frequency
geolory. Of course, others may take inverse views which all goes to show that the
boundaries between the disciplines ¿ìre unnecessary and possibly hinder the real

objective of the science, namely, the understanding of the forces that act on the
Earth; to deform it to its present form and to give it its present motions. Of
importance is to recognize that the geodetic measurements span two extremes,
the seismological observations of the very high frequency, short-duration
deformations at the one end and at the other end the evidence of deformation
and displacement on geological time scales. By being able to quantify the
displacements and deformalions on human time scales the geodetic measure-
ments provide the key to understanding the processes involved, be they the
driving"fs¡çss of plate tectonics or the response of the planet to better under-
stood forces producing tidal deformations and rotational irregularities in the
Earth's movements.

Put very simply, the challenge is to establish links between the records of
deformation contained in rocks such as the one illustrated in Figure 1a a-nd the
deformation recorded with modern equipment, such as the radio telescope
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illustrated in Figure 1b.

The rock represents one extreme example of the geological record. From
Western Australia, it contains the oldest known terrestrial material, a 4.2 billion
year old mineral, zircon. The rock reveals that crust was already being created
and destroyed very early in the Earth's history; that many of thc processes
occurring in more recent geological time were already occurring then. After
about 3.1 billion ye¿us ago, the serliment5 þs5ting these minerals - the remnants
of ea¡lier geological cycles - were bu¡ied to a depth of more than 15 km and
subjected to temperatures in excess of 500'C. I-ater, it found its way back to the
surface where it has remained for perhaps the past billion years. A rema¡kable
history in itself, and a rema¡kable achievement that the record contained in the
rock can be read today. But it does not reveal tle forces that were at work,
shaping the early minerals, burying them to great depths and then returning them
to the surface, not in 5ingle events, but as part of sequences of tectonic events
spanning long time intervals. This is where the other recorder of deformation
plays a role, the geodetic instrument ineasuring the short duration episodes of
deformation. The radio-telescope, satellite laser raneing system, or GpS receiver,
measures the "instantaneous" deformations of the Earth; the deformations that
occur on short durations when viewed on these geological time scales. But they
provide us with a measure, albeit indirect, of the forces at work and of the
response of the planet to these forces. These are the very building blocks upon
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which the models are constructed to quantiS the processes occurring on the
geological time scales.

Forces and response

To understand the workings of the Earth requires a knowledge of the forces
acting on the Earth and of the response of the planet to tlese forces. Two clas-
ses of problems can be identified. In the first, the forces are well known, such as
the tide raising gravitational potential or the centrifugal force. Here the
observations of displacement or deformation determine the response function or
rheology of the planet appropriate for this particular problem (Figure 2). In the
second class of problems the deformations are observed but the forces are largely
unknown. An example of this is the motions of the continents ¡nd the spreading
of the sea floor. In this type of problen the forces can be estimated if the
response function of the Ea¡th is known. The two classes of problems are closely
linked.
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The problem is easily stated in ¡his wa] but the achievement of a solution is a
different story. One reason is that the range of forces is limited. Another reason
is that the Earth as a whole, oceans, atmosphere as well as solid Earth, is often
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involved. The tidat rlisplacement of a site will include the solid tide, possibly a
contribution from the deformation of the crust by variations in the sçea'lsa¿,
and by the loarling of the crust by atmospheric tides. To reach a bettei
ilnderstanding of the solid Ea¡th therefore also requires improved understanding
of some of these "extraneous" factors. But these factors actually expand the ver!
range of forces available and they too are worthy of study.

g6s exâmples

Numerous examples can be found that illustrate the hand-in-glove link between
geodesy and the other disciplines of the Ea¡th Sciences. Thè Ea¡th's irregular
rotation is one such example.Perhaps a rather esoteric subject but one that is not
without importance. Modern geodetic ¡sçhniques have provided highly accu¡ate
and high resolution observations of the changes in the Èarth's rotaìion and fiils
an important need in space navigation; in guiding spacecraft to their planetary
encounters or in the very high accuracy orbit analysis of terrest¡ial satè[ites for
other geodetic purposes. The major challenge however lies not so much in the
measu¡ement and data analysis as in providing a physical fremework for the
observations of both the regular and irregular rotãtional motions. It requires
evaluation of the torques acting on the planet and of the redistributions of mass
ythi" it. It requires evaluation of atmospheric, oceanographic, seismic, map.etic
forces that excite the rotation yet the geodetic observations with all the
supporting information will not cont¡ibute to one of the major outstanrting
problems, namsly the secula¡ acceleration of the Earth and the Lvolution of thó
Earth-Moon system. To develop useful models the record needs to be extended
back in time. This requires inter alia delving into the mysteries of ancient
astronomical observations and into the fossil record of corals and brachiopods.
where geodesy ends and other disciplines begin is a moot point but a systematic
approach across the spectrum is essential if we wish to understand the orbital and
spin evolution of the Ea¡th-Moon system.

A second example is provided by the Earth's gravity field. A" perhaps the, major
contribution of mode¡n geodesy to science has been the mèasu¡ãment of the
Earth's gavity field and no other property of the Earth other than possibly its
topography is now known with better accuracy and spatial resolution. ine spàtial
variations point to the planet that is out or nyarostatic equilibri'm and, whilã this
is in itself a profound conclusion, little else could be s¡l ir this was all that was
available. The evidence points to the occurrence of lateral va¡iations in density
in the crust and mantle but no inverse procedure will tell with certainty wherå
these anomalies occur. Does it mean that the Earth has a finite strength and has
supported these anomalies since early days? Does it mean that the Ea¡th is a
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dynamic entity in which the anomalies, the long wavelength cores in particurar,
reflect convective processes in the Ea¡th,s interi,or? [Look-at the debare amongFt
the leading geophysicists in the early 1960's when tle fi¡st satellite results we¡e
obtained.] Now there would be no doubters that the gravity field provides
constrain¡5 on models of dynamic evolution of the Ea¡th uui ptausiute interpreta_
tions- are possible only if otåer data tlpes are int¡oduced - information on the
Earth's rheology or stress-bearing capacity of the crust and mantle, seismological
information on lateral variations in seismic velocities and attenuation, sur}ce
heat flow, and tectonic histories of the crust.

A third-example is provided by sea-level change. Tide gauges have monitored
sea-level for only about 100 years and then only at fewlocãtions. The records
reveal a complex behaviou¡ of the relation between crust and sea-level. In some
a¡eas sea-level is rising, in othe-rs it is faling. what a¡e the causes? Is it tectonic;
the subsidence or emergence ofa c¡ust acted on by tectonic forces? Is it eustatic;
the change in ocean volr me due to, for example, an exchange of mass between
the oceans and ice sheets? Is it anthropogeniq the rise in seã-level produced by
a global warming of our envi¡onmenti tt-i. *doubtedly a bit of all and one is
hard-pushed to interpretthe tide gauge data in a uniquó way. egain, the record
has to be extended back in time (as well as the present ,"roid improved). Here
the older record includes archaeological info-rmation, sedi-eftologicat and
geomorphological evidence, and a reasonable picture beþs to eme¡ge of how
sea-level has changed in time over the past 10,000 o, ,o i"ur*.
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Figure 3 illustrates some schematic examples from different loc¿lities a¡ound the

world and the spatial pattern is compler Yet much of it makes sense with the

framework of a dynamic Earth in which the crust and mantle afe still responding

to the melting of great ice sheets up to about 8,000 years ago and the addition

of the meltwaier into the oceans. Thus the sea-level records cont¡in information

on the Earth's rheology, its response to the changes in the surface loads, as well

as on tle history of the ice loads for, unfortunately, these have not been

determined uniquely from glaciological and geornorphological evidence alone. By

a careful examination of the problem, however, it becomes possible to separate

out various factors, [s ss¡5f¡ein Ea¡th and ice models and to begin to separate

out the factors that contribute to today's sea-level change recorded by the

geodetic tide gauges. This also is a major challenge.

One important common point to these and other examples is that the geodetic

observaiions, when combined with other sources of not always perfect informa-

tion, is that they permit, in principle, the Ea¡th's response or rheology function

to be established. A range of relevant processes is illustrated in Figure 4.
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l2hours) a fluid. How the function behaves

at intermediate frequencies re-

What is sought is a rheology func-
tion that describes the response of
the Earth to a wide range of forces
acting on different time scales and
of different map.itudes. Such a
fi¡nction will be exhibit depth de-
pendence with the high strength
lithosphere responding differently
from the upper mantle. It will al-
so exhibit time dependence; the
Ea¡th's mantle responds essentially
as an elastic body when subjected
to seismic waves but at very long
periods, of the order of 1,000,000

mains unclear and a worthY objec-
tive of geodetic studies. The func-
tion may also exhibit stress mag-
nitude dependence, with the planet
responding faster to large loads
thanto smallloads. The frmction will

Monthly and foilnightly lidas (14 and 28 davs) years, it will respond essentially as
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certai¡ly exhibit lateral va¡iations for there is abundant geophysical evidence for
lateral variations in a variety of physical properties of the Ea¡th. Clearly, the
ultimate function will be complex but nevertheless it is important to attempt to
define it for once it, or part of it, is mapped it becomes possible to ma-ke
predictions about the forces responsible for some of the other deformations of
the Ea¡th. It should become possible, for exanple, to draw conclusions about
mantle convection a¡d the driving forces of plate tectonics.

Condusions

From these few examples, I hope to have illustrated that geodesy is very much
an integral part of the Earth Sciences. In so doing I may be accused of taking a
narrow view in that I am ignoring much of the traditional areas of geodesy
concerned with determining the "shape of the Earth". This would, however, be
incorrect for these 'traditional' areas form the very underpinning of the Earth
Science applications. One exanple, obvious in the context of this fifty year
anniversary, is the important work ca¡ried out on evaluating geodetic networks
at the Geodesy Faculty of Delft. This now provides a very sound basis for
evaluating time dependencies of these networks produced by the Earth itself and
not by the whims of geodetic measurements.
Perhaps I could also stand accused of attributing too much to the discipline of
geodesy, of including too many other a¡eas of the Earth Sciences under the
umbrella of geodetic science, and of insisting that geophysical causes are as much
part of the subject as are the effects measured by geodetic techniques. If I were
so accused I suspect that I stand in good company for past geodesists did not
have such reservations. Neither do seismologists confine themselves to describing
or analyzing their data. They also seek causes. Geodetic science has entered into
its most exciting era nov/ and it would be a shame to miss out on the fun.

Figure 1: Two recorders of Earth deformation.
(a) A conglomerate f¡om the Jack Hills area of Western Australia containing a record

of Earth deformation spanning 4.2 billion years.
(b) A radiotelescope used for long baseline mdio interferometry obsenrations of Earth

deformation on time scales of hours to years.

Figure 2: The rclation between force aid deformation for the Earth. In the first example the force
is knwn and the ¡eq)onse function of the Earth is deduced from the obsen¡ation. Once
this function is determined unknown forces can be quantified f¡om observations of
deformation (túe second example).

Figure 3: Tlpical obsenrations of sea-lerrcl positions, rclative to the cn¡st, from different locations
around the world (note the different height scalqs used in alt examples).

---
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Figure 4: Spectrum of Earth deforming processes. Several schematic examples of hoe/ the rheolory
function may \¡ary with frequency are shoc¡n.

Summary Geology is an integral part of the study of the carth's dynamic behaviour, It provides
a kinematic description of the planet's motion and deformations from which the forces
acting on it can be inferred over a frequency ra¡ge between seismic and and geological
obsen¡ations. Numerous examples illustrate this clo6€ interaction of geolory, geodesy and
geophpics. Thesc include the planet's gr?vity field, its rotation and tides, and sea-level
change.
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